Join the Bay Area Manufacturing Initiative, a project of SFMade, in celebrating Manufacturing Week to showcase the importance of manufacturing to the region’s prosperity and reinforce its significance in driving sustainable economic development.

Bay Area Manufacturing Week 2023 will feature:

- Virtual Kick Off Event: Hosted by the Bay Area Manufacturing Initiative on 10/6/2023 12:00-1:00PM. A conversation with Bay Area elected officials on their journey to becoming champions for local manufacturing and ideas for how to reach and inform officials in your city.

- City Hosted Events: Factory tours and presentations by local manufacturers for students and the public around the Bay Area to shed a light on the contributions and diversity of the sector.

By supporting this week-long tribute to Bay Area manufacturing, you will help uplift and inspire young people to consider careers in the sector, show members of your community what local manufacturing looks like and the important role it plays in technological advancement and innovation.

SUPPORT BAY AREA MANUFACTURING WEEK!

To secure your sponsorship today, contact:

Wendy Lee, Director of Development at wendy@sfmade.org / 415-408-5605 x8